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ABSTRACT
This study was conducted with the aim to know whether there is a significant difference between buy signal and indicator before and after using MACD indicator. So it can be proven accuracy of MACD indicator to determine the decision to buy or sell stocks. Banking sub-sector became population for research. By applying purposive sampling technique generated 9 companies in banking sub-sector as sample. Technique of collecting data in this research is documentation technique with data type in the form of secondary data. The data used is daily stock price movement chart. The type of this research is explanatory using quantitative approach. Data analysis technique used is comparative analysis of stock price before and after using MACD indicator. Using standard format of MACD indicator that is EMA 26 - EMA 12 and signal line EMA 9. From this research got result there is not significant difference between buy and sell signal stock before and after using MACD indicator with significant value 0.908. So that MACD indicator is accurate in determining buy and sell signals in stock trading.
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INTRODUCTION

Investment related to the decision to allocate the funds held on time and certain assets with the purpose to obtain higher returns. Fabozzi & Drake (2009:7) defined investment management as the specialty area within finance dealing with the management of individual or institutions funds. According to Tandellilin (2010: 8) the purpose of investing is to get a better life in the future, reduce inflation, and the impetus to save taxes. Public can do investment through capital market.

Capital market is a means for those who lack in capital with those who have excess capital to meet and conduct the investment process. Husnan (2005:3) state that capital market is market for various long-term financial instruments be traded, either in the form of debt or own capital, whether issued by the government, public authorities, or private companies. In the Capital Market Act 8 of 1995, the definition of capital market is described in more detail as the activities concerned with the Public Offering and Trading of Securities, public companies relating to securities issued, along with institutions and professions related to securities. Capital market in Indonesia known as the Indonesia Stock Exchange. Products are sold in Indonesian Stock Exchange are long-term financial instruments. Long term refers to financial instruments with maturity more than one year and perpetual security or without maturity (Fabozzi and Drake, 2009:204). It includes stocks, bonds, warrants, right, mutual funds and other derivative. Stocks are proof letter of company ownership (Husnan, 2005: 3). Stocks are securities that have a number of applicants more than other securities. Based on the Capital Market Statistics Report released by Otoritas Jasa Keuangan (OJK) of 2014, total number of stocks issuer reached 62.5% and Bonds reached 37.5%.

Investing in stocks has two advantages that the investor will receive the capital gain when the stock price rises and receive dividend distribution when the company earned more profit. On the other hand, investing in stocks also brought the disadvantages if the issuer is not based on the right selection of the stocks. These losses can be a capital loss when stock price declines which in turn lowers the profits of investors. These losses experienced by investors who are less able to analyze the company and the stock price movement in the stock market time will be invested. However, these losses can be anticipated to predict stock price movements through proper analysis. Shareholders may obtain the maximum benefit by understanding the fundamental and technical analysis in the stock selection.

Fundamental analysis takes various consideration factors, such as the performance of the company, business competition analysis, industry analysis, analysis of macro-economic and micro-markets. It is more complicated because need calculation to analysis the stock. For common people, technical analysis is easier to learn than fundamental analysis because it only needs to be able read charts. While Fundamental analysis requires at least knowledge about macro and micro economics (Wira,2014: 4). Technical analysis used historical data market and stock price movements to determine the trend which available in the form of charts that easier to be understand. Historical data in technical analysis can be used to analyze the demand in the future and to predict the stock price will be formed.

In conducting technical analysis, requires tools such as indicators to simplify the analysis process and help to make decision. The indicator is formed from price movement chart which consists of four components, namely opening price (Open), highest price (High), lowest price (Close), and Volume (V). It is useful to provide information about the trends, volumes, and so forth, including providing buy and sell signals. Many of the indicators contained in the technical analysis of stocks. The indicators are categorized as follows: indicators based on volume, the indicators to determine trends and indicators that are oscillators.

To support this research, the researcher use indicators that are Oscillator with the type of Moving Average Convergence Divergence (MACD).MACD was created by Professor Gerald Appel in the 1960s. Formed by assessing the correlation between two EMA (Exponential Moving Average) at different periods of time. MACD has two lines is the signal line and the MACD line. The signal line is usually red and counted in a span of 9 days as its standard. MACD line is difference of the two EMA (EMA 12 and EMA-26) which uses the closing price.

From the simple formulation on MACD, not only can determine the trend in the long term nor short. MACD also used as an indicator of a buy signal and sell signal. Buy signal occurs when the MACD line cut from the bottom up to the signal line (Golden Cross) or zero point line; whereas a sell signal occurs when the MACD line cut from the top to the bottom of the Signal line (Dead Cross) or zero point line. The movement of these signals can often happen so that more research
must be done to ensure accurate buy and sell signals.

A study conducted by Astri (2016) stated that the buy and sell signals before and after the MACD is not significant. MACD format used is the standard format, with the MACD line EMA 26 - EMA 12 and EMA signal line 9. Obtain the results of buy and sell signals are accurate. In contrast to the results of research Benny (2010) which stated that the MACD is an indicator that rated slow (lagging) for indicating the signal.

The used MACD indicator to analyze because these indicators are very sensitive to income data and the indication can be read quickly. This contrasts with the results of research Benny (2010) which states MACD an indicator that rated slow (lagging) gives an indication but MACD is considered to provide an accurate indication where indications are given rarely wrong. There are still doubt about the accuracy and sensitivity of the MACD indicator on the buy and sell signals, encourage researcher to assess the accuracy.

Picture 1: Statistical Highlight of Market Capitalization by Industry 2015

Source: Indonesia Stock Exchange 2015 Annual Report

In this study, researcher used a stock of the financial sector, especially sub sector bank because it is very promising prospects. According to the 2015 Annual Report of Indonesia Stock Exchange, the amount of market capitalization for financial sector is 25.29%. Indonesia Stock Exchange Statistics Year 2015 recorded market capitalization total 1,232,308 billion. Total sub-sector of banks amounted to 1,132,972 billion. This number continues to grow in the next year. Based on Indonesia Stock Exchange 2016, market capitalization statistics for the financial sector amounted to 1,478,250 billion with a bank sub-sector of 1,339,854 billion of the total. This number shows the financial sector, especially the sub-sector of banks holding high amount and growing in market capitalization.

According to Crocket (1997) financial stability is closely related to the health of an economy. The economic crisis in Asia at 1997-1998 reminded various institutions that the crisis in the financial sector, especially bank, could disrupt the activities of an economy as a whole.

Bank Indonesia continues to monitor and take various steps to maintain the bank health and financial system stability. By conducting more intensive surveillance on indicators that may affect financial stability. Capital market is one indicator that continues to be monitored. This is because the capital market is part of the financial system and a number of banks are listed in the market. From 2014 data by OJK, 41.07% value of emissions is controlled by the financial sector. To maintain financial stability required fund support from investors.

With the condition of the bank sub-sector which is growing and sensitive in economy issue, it is needed an indicator that can help new investors to determine when to buy and sell shares. This research is aimed to test the accuracy of MACD indicator for bank sub-sector. Based on the background that has been described, the researcher interested to examine more about the analysis of stock technical with the title of research "Analysis Effectiveness of Moving Average Convergence Divergence (MACD) Indicators in Determining Buying and Selling Decision of Stocks (Study on bank sub-sector in the Stock Exchange (2015-2016)".

LITERATURE REVIEW

Moving Average

Ong (2016:277) states that the moving average line is used to detect the trend of stock price movements, which gives a new trend signal or as a confirmation that the ongoing trend will be reversal. The stock price movement data is processed using a formula and displayed into a line on the chart. Moving Average can be used to know trends, reversal direction, and determine the level of support and resistance. However, it should be supported with sufficient trading volume.

Based on Ong (2016:277) Moving Average line divided into 3 types which are SMA (Simple Moving Average), WMA (Weighted Moving Average), EMA (Exponential Moving Average).

Moving Average Convergence Divergence (MACD)

Based on Ong (2016:322) this indicator was created by Gerald Appel in the 1960s by assessing the correlation between two EMA (Exponential Moving Average) which differed
period of time. The most common combination of EMA periods is EMA-26 with EMA-12. This MACD technique changes the moving average that basically lagging indicator into a form of momentum oscillator (leading indicator). The oscillator chart is divided into two parts that do not have the lowest limit or the highest limit by the level line 0.

In MACD Indicator, there are 2 lines of signal line and MACD line. Signal line has a short period period, the recommended standard is 9 days. MACD line result of difference of EMA-26 and EMA-12 using closing price. The calculation results are presented in the histogram to facilitate the interpretation.

Buy Signal
A buy signal is a sign that indicates a time for an investor to buy or hold a stock. As described in MACD this signal appears when the MACD line intersects the signal line from the bottom to top in negative area (bellow zero). This condition must be supported by high trading volume confirm the situation (Wira, 2014:9). Buy signal appear when the market is in an oversold situation. It is a situation where in the market occurred a lot of stock sales.

Sell Signal
Sell signal is a sign that investors do not buy or sell stock. As described in MACD this signal appears when the MACD line intersects the signal line from the top to bottom in positive area (above zero). Trading volume increases as the market falls (Wira, 2014:9). Sell signal appear when the market is in an overbought situation. It is a situation where in the market occurred a lot of stock buy.

Stock
Stocks are proof letter of company ownership (Husnan, 2005: 3). The amount of capital given in the company reflects a portion of the ownership of the company. Equity stocks is evidence of the individual or entity to the company by buying stocks which are then used as capital to finance production process.

The Relationship between Concept
MACD indicator consists of two lines namely the MACD line and the signal line. MACD is the result of the difference between EMA-12 and EMA-26 where the calculation has been described to be a chart. Consider in the charts that provide data on stock price movements. After that the graph is made based on certain period and on the other side performs analysis of MACD indicator to determine buy and sell signal. The sell signal is obtained when the MACD is positive and the MACD line intersects the signal line from bottom to top. The sell signal is obtained when the MACD is negative and the MACD line intersects the signal line from top to bottom. Marks each intersection between the MACD line and the signal line by giving a vertical line indicating buy and sell signals. Then find the highest or lowest point closest to the vertical line as a buy and sell signal before using the MACD indicator on the chart. After the data recorded, do a test to find out the effectiveness of buy and sell signal using MACD indicator.
Based on the concept model that has been created and developed, then formulation of the hypothesis is:

H0 : There is no significant difference between buy and sell signals before and after using the MACD indicator.

H1 : There is a significant difference between buy and sell signals before and after using the MACD indicator.

RESEARCH METHOD

The research type is explanatory research with quantitative approach. This research used explanatory to test the hypothesis of accuracy MACD indicators to determine buying and selling decision in the bank sub-sector. In this research, location conducted in official website of Indonesia Stock Exchange that is www.idx.co.id because provide accurate information about company that listed as bank sub-sector. Population of this research is companies in bank sub-sector that listed in Indonesia Stock Exchange period 2015-2016. This research was used nonprobability sample, specifically purposive sampling. Based on the criteria of the research sample that has been determined then obtained a sample of 9 banking companies with the period 2015-2016.

Data collection technique in this research was documentation technique which record of a events that has passed. The data required in this study were stock price fluctuations obtained through the application ChartNexus. Data analysis technique used Statistics descriptive test to find out buy and sell signals resulting from intersection of MACD line by looking at stock price chart in bank sub-sector period 2015-2016. This analysis should indicate mean, range, minimum, and maximum for these variable (Creswell, 2014:209). Normality test implemented to determine whether data used is normally distributed. In this research used kolmogorov smirnov test. It is the normality test used to test the two sample comparative hypotheses. If the data noramly distributed, use parametric statisticsto test parameters of population through statistics, or population size through two samples (Sugiyono, 2015:201). If the data is not normally distributed, then it is used non-parametric statistics. Alternative that can be used it wilcoxon signed rank test.

RESEARCH AND DISCUSSION

Statistic Descriptive Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Minimum Price (Rp)</th>
<th>Maximum Price (Rp)</th>
<th>Average Price (Rp)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before MACD</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>15.950</td>
<td>5.417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After MACD</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>15.750</td>
<td>5.425, 54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table 1 shows the summary of descriptive statistical test result.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Asymp. Sig (2-tailed)</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before MACD</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Abnormal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After MACD</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Abnormal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The result of normality test shows that the data is abnormally distributed (abnormal). Because of this result, parametric statistics with paired sample t-test can not be performed.

Based on SPSS 22 for windows shows the maximum, minimum, and average value. In the table before MACD, minimum value is Rp 68, - occurred on 15th December 2015, maximum value is Rp 15.950 occurred on 4th October 2016 and the average value for stock price before MACD is Rp 5,417.-. In the table after MACD, minimum value is Rp 66, - occurred on 22th November 2016, maximum value is Rp 15.750, - occurred on 20th October 2016, and average value for the stock price after MACD is Rp 5,425.54.
**Result of Hypothesis Test**

Based on previous explanation if the data is not normally distributed then performed non parametric statistical test here is wilcoxon signed rank test to test the hypothesis. Hypothesis of this research, here are:

H0 :There is no significant difference between buying and selling signals before using MACD indicators with buy and sell signals after using the MACD indicator.

H1 :There is significant difference between buying and selling signals before using MACD indicators with buy and sell signals after using the MACD indicator.

Basic criteria for decision making using wilcoxon signed rank test as follows:

1) Probability (Asymp.Sig) < 0,05 ,H0 is rejected and H1 accepted.
2) Probability (Asymp.Sig) > 0,05, H0 is accepted and H1 is rejected.

**Table 3 : Result of Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Asymp.Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before MACD</td>
<td>0,908</td>
<td>Not Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After MACD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source : Data Processed, 2017

Based on SPSS 22 for windows test using Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test to test the hypothesis yields a result p- value (Asymp.Sig 2-tailed) within 0,908. This result shows that signification value 0,908 is more than 0,05. Based on the above criteria if the significance value is more than 0,05 then H0 is accepted and H1 is rejected. With the result of Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test decided that there is no significant difference between buy signal and sell signal before using MACD indicator and buy and sell signal after using MACD indicator.

**Research Explanation**

Investment is activity related to the decision to allocate the funds held on time and certain assets with the purpose to obtain higher returns. People doing investment in capital market. Product that offered in capital market is long-term financial instrument. Stock is one of long-term financial instrument which has largest applicant. Investment in stock give advantages namely capital gain and dividen distribution. Behind that, investment in stock also bring disadvantages if investor is not basically understand about selecting right stock. There are two analysis that can be consideration for investor to avoid disadvantages in stock investment here are fundamental analysis and Technical analysis.

In this research discussed about technical analysis. Based on Ong (2016:1) technical analysis is a method of evaluating stocks, commodities, or other securities by analyzing the statistics generated by past market activity in order to predict future price movements. Conducting technical analysis need tools such as indicators to simplify the analysis process and help to make decision. The indicators are divided into categorized as follows: indicators based on volume, the indicators to determine trends and indicators that are oscillators.

In this research focused about indicator that are oscillator which is indicator Moving Average Convergence Divergence (MACD). MACD used as an indicator of a buy signal and sell signal of stock. This research aims to prove whether the MACD indicator is effective in predicting buy and sell signal shares. By doing research on bank sub-sector stocks period 2015-2016 by using standard formulation of indicator MACD which is MACD line EMA 26 - EMA 12 and EMA signal line 9.

After analyzing the data and hypothesis testing using program SPSS 22 for Windows , there is no significant difference between buy and sell signal before using MACD indicator with buy and sell signal after using MACD indicator. There is a difference day occurred between buy and sell signals before with after using the MACD indicator. However, the resulting price difference between the MACD indicator with the lowest / highest point being the price before using the MACD indicator does not differ significantly. At the minimum price before MACD produces a value of Rp 68, - which is not far away with the value after using the MACD indicator is Rp 66, -. Similarly, the maximum price before using the MACD indicator yields a value of Rp 15,950, - which is not much different from after using the MACD indicator that is Rp 15.750, -. This means that MACD indicator is effective in predicting buy and sell signals in bank sub-sector stocks in Indonesia Stock Exchange period 2015-2016.

**CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION**

**Conclusion**

The objective of this research was to test effectiveness of indicator Moving Average Convergence and Divergence in determining Buying and Selling Signal on stock. Based on the result of analysis, the conclusions of this research are as follows:

1) There are total of 171 buy and sell signals generated using MACD indicator compared with the lowest and highest points during the period 2015-2016 on 9 sub-bank stocks.

2) There is difference day occurred between buy and sell signals before with after using the MACD indicator. However, the resulting price difference between the MACD indicator with the lowest / highest point being the price before using the MACD indicator does not differ significantly.
3) Testing hypothesis with signification level = 5% generate buy and sell signal obtained from indicator MACD is effective by yield signification value more than 0.05 that is p-value (Asymp. Sig. 2-tailed) within 0.908. From explanation above can be concluded that MACD indicator is effectively used in determining buy signals and sell signals in stock trading of the bank sub-sector on the Indonesia Stock Exchange period 2015-2016.

Recommendation

Based on the conclusion, the researcher gives recommendations as follows:

1. For New Investor

1) In the beginning of investing should choose stocks with active stock movement, has a stable trading volume, the movement of its shares experienced uptrend and downtrend. Should consider history stock movements in previous year as a determination of whether the stock is actively sustainable.

2) Short-term investments should use a shorter EMA period to approach a more sensitive value of effectiveness.

3) Long-term investment should use longer EMA period adjusted to the market conditions in the longer term.

4) New investors should do a holding period until the right time. Buy stocks up to large supply and demand volumes and choose stock prices at the lowest point. Sell stocks until price changes increase at the highest point.

2. For Further Researcher

1) It is advisable to add a sample of research to reflect the overall population.

2) This research uses standard format of MACD that is MACD line EMA 26-EMA 12 and EMA signal line 9. It is suggested to further researcher to use EMA period which is adjusted to the requirement of investment term to produce a more sensitive signal to price movement as needed with investment time.

3) It is expected that further research can add another indicator in comparison with MACD indicators to analyze stocks technically. Such as Relative Strength Index (RSI) is used to calculate the comparison between the attractiveness and price increase. RSI can know whether a price is overbought or oversold.
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